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Place cartridge on the 
yellow pad supplied or
news paper incase of
spillage Drill a hole in the

centre the cartridge 
This hole will be 
plugged with the 
large plug that is 
attached to the side 
of the ink bottle

#5

Do not place

leaking cartridge

in printer

Place sticker or tape over

 the ink exit hole while refilling 

then remove before printing

Do not place 
tape over
breather hole

Remove the cap
With a flat knife or
small screw driver
by placing between
 the cap and the 
cartridge body and 
then twisting to
lever the cap 
upwards.

View of cartridge 
after the top is 

removed

Do NOT touch 
Large foil seal

Small foil seal

Push the needle all
the way in and very
slowly inject the ink
into the sponge as you
slowly pull the needle 
upwards

Take the  large plug  which 
is attached to the side 
of the INK BOTTLE
And firmly push into the
filling hole to ensure an
air tight seal. 

Remove the sticker
from the ink exit hole
and then wait five or
ten minutes Before 
replacing the cartridge
into the printer.

Conduct a print
head clean and a
nozzle test to confirm
everything is ok.

After inserting the
needle into and 
thru the small foil
seal slowly inject the 
ink making sure that
all the air in the
chamber is removed
. Then remove the 

needle and seal the 

hole with the tape 

that is supplied. 

Make sure of an air 
              tight  seal

There are two
chambers that we
have to refill with
ink on this cartridge

Replace the 

cap onto the

cartridge 
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